Components?

Components must be composeable … … and they must compose simply!

Mind you, just because components compose … … doesn’t always mean that it makes sense …

Components?

… to compose them …

“”
A and B must be composeable … …

“”

“”
plug together

“”
no surprises

Components?

If we understand A and B separately, we must be able to deduce simply their combined behaviour.

Components?

Composition?

Complex systems are composed from less complex components … … which are composed from simpler components … … which are composed from simple components … … etc … … which are composed from simple components.

Components?

Mind you, just because components compose … … doesn’t always mean that it makes sense …
Composition?

- Composition rules must be simple and yield no surprises.
- Whatever it is they encapsulate, components must have interfaces that are clean, complete, and explicit.
- Hardware systems are forced (by physics/geometry) to be built like this.
- Software systems have no such constraints. We think we can do better than nature ... and get into trouble.

Object Orientation?

- OO systems are hierarchies of component networks.
- OO components encapsulate state and algorithms for manipulating that state.
- OO components exist concurrently and interact by message passing across well-defined interfaces.
- OO languages support the above ... as if!

Communicating Processes?

- CSP systems are hierarchies of component networks.
- CSP components encapsulate state and algorithms for manipulating that state.
- CSP components exist concurrently and interact by message passing across well-defined interfaces.
- CSP languages support the above ... claim!

Object Orientation?

- Data encapsulation breaks down all too easily.
- Private attributes of an object may themselves be objects.
- All objects live on a universally accessible heap.
- Hence, private attributes may be shared (!) between any number of objects – sometimes by design and often by accident (we just have to give the reference away).
- Either way, this contradiction means that local control of an attribute is lost and, with it, local and simple reasoning.

Objects Considered Harmful

What we tell our students:

"An opaque object interacting with a wider system of objects via its formal public interface."

The truth:

"Undeclared interactions between the object and any other parts of the system ..."

Documentation = Source Code
Objects Considered Harmful

- Even when the attribute is a primitive data-type, we are not safe … (I am grateful to Tom Locke for the following, rather scary, observation) …
- … data encapsulation still breaks down too easily.

Objects Considered Harmful

Suppose class $X$ has a private integer field, $count$, and private methods that see and change it.

Suppose the following code occurs in one of those methods:

```java
count = 42; thing.f();
```

What is the value of $count$ after these two statements?

Whether `thing` is an interface or a class, its $f()$ method could be implemented or overridden to call us back and modify our $count$.

We don’t know the value of $count$ after the following two statements:

```java
count = 42; thing.f();
thing.write(anything);
```

This lack of ability to reason locally about private fields is strangely familiar. In the bad old days, free use of global variables led us into exactly the same mess. Structured programming led us out of that mire. Is object orientation taking us back in?

Processes Considered Good

What is the value of $count$ after these two statements?

```java
count = 42; thing.write(anything);
```

This time we do know. What-you-see-is-what-you-get. The answer is 42.

The only way $count$ can be changed is if this process changes it - and it doesn’t! Local analysis is sufficient. We don’t need to worry about what lies beyond the `thing` channel. Our intuitive understanding about the sequence of instructions has been honoured.
Nature has very large numbers of independent agents, interacting with each other in regular and chaotic patterns, at all levels of scale: nuclear, human, astronomic...

The Real(-Time) World and Concurrency

Computer systems - to be of use in this world - need to model that part of the world for which it is to be used.

If that modeling can reflect the natural concurrency in the system ... it should be simpler.

Yet concurrency is thought to be an advanced topic, harder than serial computing (which therefore needs to be mastered first).

This tradition is WRONG!

... which has (radical) implications on how we should educate people for computer science ...

... and on how we apply what we have learnt ...

What we want from Concurrency:

- a powerful tool for simplifying the description of systems;
- performance that spins out from the above, but is not the primary focus;
- a model of concurrency that is mathematically clean, yields no engineering surprises and scales well with system complexity.

Java Monitors – NOT THIS!

- Easy to learn - but very difficult to apply ... safely ...
- Monitor methods are tightly interdependent – their semantics compose in complex ways ... the whole skill lies in setting up and staying in control of these complex interactions ...
- Threads have no structure ... there are no threads within threads ...
- Big problems when it comes to scaling up complexity ...

Java Monitors – NOT THIS!

- No guarantee that any synchronized method will ever be executed ... (e.g. stacking JVMs)
- Even if we had above promise (e.g. queueing JVMs), standard design patterns for wait/notify fail to guarantee liveness ("Wot, no chickens?")

See:

http://www.wotug.org/parallel/groups/wotug/java/discussion/3.html
http://www.wotug.org/parallel/groups/wotug/java/discussion/4.html
http://occam-pi.org/list-archives/occam-com/msg00357.html
Most objects are dead - they have no life of their own. All methods have to be invoked by an external thread of control - they have to be caller oriented ... a somewhat curious property of so-called object oriented design.

The object is at the mercy of any thread that sees it. Nothing can be done to refuse a specific method invocation ... even if the object is not in a fit state to service it. **The object is not in control of its life.**

Each single thread of control snakes around objects in the system, bringing them to life transiently as their methods are executed. Threads cut across object boundaries leaving spaghetti-like trails, paying no regard to the underlying structure.

A mathematical theory for specifying and verifying complex patterns of behaviour arising from interactions between concurrent objects. CSP has a formal, and compositional, semantics that is in line with our informal intuition about the way things work.

- Encapsulates fundamental principles of communication.
- Semantically defined in terms of structured mathematical model.
- Sufficiently expressive to enable reasoning about deadlock and livelock.
- Abstraction and refinement central to underlying theory.
- Robust and commercially supported software engineering tools exist for formal verification.

- CSP libraries available for Java (JCSP, CTJ).
- Ultra-lightweight kernels* have been developed yielding sub-100-nanosecond overheads for context switching, process startup/shutdown, synchronized channel communication and high-level shared-memory locks.
- Easy to learn and easy to apply …

* not yet available for JVMs.
Why CSP?

- After 5 hours teaching
  - exercises with 20-30 threads of control
  - regular and irregular interactions
  - appreciating and eliminating race hazards, deadlock, etc.
- CSP is (parallel) architecture neutral
  - message-passing
  - shared-memory

So, what is CSP?

CSP deals with processes, networks and various forms of synchronisation and communication between processes.

A network of processes is also a process – so CSP naturally accommodates layered network structures (networks of networks).

We do not need to be mathematically sophisticated to work with CSP. That sophistication is pre-engineered into the model. We benefit from this simply by using it.

Processes

- A process is a component that encapsulates some data structures and algorithms for manipulating that data.
- Both its data and algorithms are private. The outside world can neither see that data nor execute those algorithms! [They are not objects.]
- The algorithms are executed by the process in its own thread (or threads) of control.
- So, how does one process interact with another?

Processes

- The simplest form of interaction is synchronised message-passing along channels.
- The simplest forms of channel are zero-buffered and point-to-point (i.e. wires).
- But, we can have buffered channels (blocking/overwriting).
- And any-1, 1-any and any-any channels.
- And structured multi-way synchronisation (e.g. barriers) …
- And high-level (e.g. CREW) shared-memory locks …

Synchronised Communication

A may write on c at any time, but has to wait for a read.
B may read from c at any time, but has to wait for a write.

Only when both A and B are ready can the communication proceed over the channel c.
Putting CSP into practice ...

JCSP

http://www.cs.ukc.ac.uk/projects/ofa/jcsp/

Shared Channels

- So far, all our channels have been point-to-point, zero-buffered and synchronised (i.e. standard CSP primitives);
- JCSP also offers channels whose ends may be shared by many processes (in the style of occam3 and the Kroc shared channel library);
- JCSP also offers buffered channels with a variety of well-defined behaviours (e.g. blocking, overwriting).

One2OneChannel

Any2OneChannel

One2AnyChannel

Any2AnyChannel

Multi-Pong

No ALTing!
The good news is that we can worry about each process on its own. A process interacts with its environment through its channels. It does not interact directly with other processes. Some processes have serial implementations - these are just like traditional serial programs. Some processes have parallel implementations - i.e. networks of sub-processes. Our skills for serial logic sit happily alongside our new skills for concurrency - there is no conflict. This will scale for complex systems.

Nature has very large numbers of independent agents, interacting with each other in regular and chaotic patterns, at all levels of scale:

... nuclear ... human ... astronomic ...
**Extending Functionality**

Intercepting external channels and splicing in extra components modifies the services provided to external clients. The services provided by the original component – that are only now seen internally - are unchanged. The original component is still there, completely unchanged.

This is not the case with method overriding in OO. That changes the internal behaviour of the original super-class - internal invocations of the overridden method going to the subclass. To find out if this is happening, look at the source code ... 😃 ☺ ☺

---

**But ... Language Matters?**

- Support these ideas with a library (e.g. JCSP, CCSP) plus usage patterns (e.g. to control aliasing problems) ...
  - less development effort; (done it)
  - less upheaval for users - much easier to sell;
  - lets everyone try immediately - gets exposure and feedback;
  - long term solution? (build tools to check correct patterns)
- Support these ideas with a language ...
  - ideas relevant for wide application? (Yes)
  - significant software engineering benefits? (Encapsulation works => scalability)
  - direct syntactic expression of the model; (=> simpler to use)
  - enforce correct patterns - the compiler is the tool for this;
  - generate efficient code - the compiler knows what’s going on.

---

**Continuing Work**

- A CSP model for the Java monitor mechanisms (synchronized, wait, notify, notifyAll) has been built.
- This enables any Java threaded system to be analysed in CSP terms - e.g. for formal verification of freedom from deadlock/livelock.
- Confidence gained through the formal proof of correctness of the JCSP channel implementation:
  - a JCSP channel is a non-trivial monitor - the CSP model for monitors transforms this into an even more complex system of CSP processes and channels;
  - using FDR, that system has been proven to be a refinement of a single CSP channel and vice versa - Q.E.D.

---

**Extending Functionality**

Extend service to authenticate claimants? Inheritance/overriding - NO!

Extend service by adding the necessary components - reuse the old intact.
Summary

WYSIWYG
Plug-n-Play

CSP has a compositional semantics.

CSP concurrency can simplify design:
- data encapsulation within processes does not break down (unlike encapsulation by objects in standard OO languages);
- channel interfaces impose clean decoupling between processes (unlike method interfaces between objects)

JCSP enables direct Java implementation of a wide range of CSP design (all CSP mechanisms in the occam model, and more, are supported).

Benefits:
- explicit connections, minimal coupling, flexibility and reuse;
- strong encapsulation (state and execution threads);
- escape from uncontrolled aliasing and overriding problems;
- local reasoning about components - scalability;
- clean compositional semantics - scalability;
- more understandable systems - scalability;
- ubiquitous concurrency (for when you want to exploit it - e.g. for performance and response times) - scalability;
- static guarantees against concurrency errors - scalability.

Summary

Process Oriented Design (processes, syncs, als, parallel, layered networks).

WYSIWYG:
- each process considered individually (own data, own control threads, external synchronisation);
- leaf processes in network hierarchy are ordinary serial programs - all our past skills and intuition still apply;
- concurrency skills sit happily alongside the old serial ones.

Race hazards, deadlock, livelock, starvation problems: we have a rich set of design patterns, theory, intuition and tools to apply.

Summary

Move away from:
- passive objects with method interfaces;
- no control of their own lives (e.g. cannot refuse specific calls);
- endemic aliasing;
- reuse by inheritance and overriding (which is dependent on superclass source code).

Move towards:
- active components - servicing and generating events, in full control of their own lives and data;
- strong encapsulation behind event (channel) interfaces;
- strictly controlled aliasing;
- hierarchic network structures (and interface structures);
- reuse by plug-and-play (e.g. channel interception/splicing);
- a CSP concurrency model.

Summary

CSP kernel overheads are very small (around 50 nanoseconds on a 500 MHz. P3).

Rich mathematical foundation:
- 20 years mature - recent extensions include simple priority semantics;
- higher level design rules (e.g. client-server, resource allocation priority, IO-par) with formally proven guarantees (e.g. freedom from deadlock, livelock, process starvation);
- commercially supported tools (e.g. FDR).

We don’t need to be mathematically sophisticated to take advantage of CSP. It’s built-in. Just use it!

Summary

Libraries and Run-Time kernels:
- JCSP (soon distributed-JCSP, working on binding the occam kernel into a JVM);
- CCSP (with the occam kernel);

Languages:
- major extensions to occam (dynamic process linking, distributed dynamic connections, mobile data, mobile processes, GUI/graphics support, …);
- researching entirely new language (combining safe OO practice and CSP);
- many open issues (efficient space-time implementation, controlled aliasing, deadlock analysis, …);
- want wider experience of programming in the paradigm (invitation).

Status
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